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society, democracy, will expand in conformity with its prin-
ciples. Only the Church can venture without fear or distrust
on -that vast ocean of democracy. There was nothing in the
old order which Catholicism has any reason to regret, nothing
in the new it has any reason to dread."
"What after all does the Church need?" asks Mont-
alembert; " freedom, and freedom only. This freedom rests
first of all on the freedom of her Head; it rests in each country
on freedom of association, freedom of teaching, freedom of
charity—rights which no sane man would dream of claiming
for the Church alone, rights which are illusory, however, if
they are restricted by preventive obstacles instead of being
simply subject to repression in cases defined by law." "We
belong," he had said in an earlier speech, " to a new generation
whose motto is to love freedom more than anything else in
the world, and the Catholic religion even more than freedom."
As long, therefore, as the Church is really free, as long as it is
remembered that " priests and bishops are not Civil Servants
but hold their authority from God, not from the King or the
law," there is no need to mourn for a period when the Church
was but the handmaid of the Crown. Nor has the Church any-
thing to regret in the way of alleged privileges she may once
have had: " to grant the clergy the teaching monopoly now
exercised by the State would be the most fatal of gifts and the
surest way of destroying what remains of religion in France."
Lamennais and his friends, in their enthusiasm, had taken
it for granted that their championship of complete freedom for
the Church would be welcomed by him who apparently stood
to gain most from such freedom, the Pope himself. They
had not reckoned, however, with political contingencies: to
the Church authorities the practical result of the Avenir cam-
paign was only to cause trouble with the French Government
at the very time when Papal diplomacy was hoping to secure
by its usual methods some important concessions, of which
the freedom of elementary education, actually secured in 1833,
was to be but the beginning. These hotheaded youngsters
must be checked. Nothing formal was as yet published but
more than a broad hint was given that they were going too
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